Abstract. -The stability of ferr* and antiferrornagnetism in 4f-systems with valence fluctuations between magnetic and nonmagnetic configurations is investigated in the framework of an extended s-f model. Intensifying the electronic transitions by varying the 5 f hybridization or the 4f-level position tends to quench the local magnetic 4f-moments and, competingly, the enhance the coupling between them. This leads to a characteristic behaviour of the order temperature.
In many rare earth compounds a temperature, H = W H~ + u,H,, + E~H~+ pressure-or alloying-induced quasi-degeneration of +ufHff + V H v + gHsf, (1) two hybridized (4f)" (5d, 6~)~ and (4f)"-' (5d, 6~)~" configurations gives rise to a non-integral average occupation of the 4f-shell which comes out in the strikwhere characteristic parameters are split off. Ha syming intermediate valence phenomenon [I] . Of partic-bolizes the kinetic energy of the conduction electrons ular interest in this connection are Ce-, Sm-, Eu-, which move in an s-like Bloch-band of width W cenand Yb-compounds which fluctuate in the mixed va-tered around To. This is the only operator which acts lence phase between a magnetic and a non magnetic between different lattice sites whereas all other contriconfiguration. As a consequence anomalous magnetic butions are reduced to their intraatomic portion. [2] . One of the most termediate valence phenomenon, so that an empty finteresting questions is how strong the electronic %uc-tuations must be to destroy the long range order. For level is identified with the (4f)"-'-and a singly occupied one with the (4f)"-situation. To avoid the physthe above specified substances there exists clear experimental evidence that colIective magnetism and interically not realized (4f)""-configuration we rule out mediate valence may coexist. the doubly occupied f-level by a very large Coulomb interaction Uf (Uf --+ 0 0 ) . In the case of antiferromagThe moment ordering of the normal valence phase is .,tic 4f-systems we have additionally to take into acbased on a certain kind of superexchange mechanism, count an effective exchange field B, for the f-electrons a main part of which is very often the s-f (or better d-f) (Ef + Ef + B,) which stabilizes the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction. Therefore one would intuitively order in the normal valence phase. The electronic flucexpect that this coupling contributes to the stability of tuations between f-level conduction band are methe local f-moments in the presence of electronic fluc-diated by the hybridization operator Hv. Its strength tuations. In contrast to this there is also some evidence is characterized by the parameter V. A very decisive that the hybridization, which causes the transition of part of (1) is the exchange interaction H~~ between loelectrons from the 4f-shell into the conduction band calized 4f-spins and conduction electron spins, which and vice versa, provides a total quenching of the mag-because of its intraatomic character takes place only if netic moments.
the ion is actually in its magnetic configuration. Beside It is widely accepted that the integral valence ferro-the exchange constant g this term strongly depends on or antiferromagnetic 4f-systems are well traced by the the value S of the 4f-spin. An approximate solution of s-f model which has been the subject of several pub-this "extended" s-f model is done in the framework lications [3] . Accordingly the suggestion arises that of an alloy analogy for (1) and a following effective it, after extension by a hybridization term, is a rea-medium approach which takes carefully into account sonable basis for the description of valence instable the intraatomic interactions. An exhaustive descripsystems, too. The total Hamiltonian consists of six tion of the method and the Hamiltonian is given in partial operators references [4, the sublattice-magnetization ( S f \ ) =-(Sg) is plotted as a function of temperature for various f-level positions. When the system has almost an integral valence (Ef strongly negative) the T-dependence follows a Brillouin-function. If Ef approaches the intermediate valence region the break down of the magnetization becomes more and more abruptly. The NBel-Temperature TN does not exhibit such a pronounced maximum in the critical region as the CurieTemperature. In figure 3 phase-diagrams for antiferromagnetism and mixed valence are given in the special case W = 0. By introducing a "mixed valence" temperature TMV when 10 % of the electrons are in the conduction band we found parameter regions where both, antiferromagnetism and valence fluctuations are stable. These regions become the larger the greater V which again supports the assertion that the hybridization in combination with the s-f exchange g tends fo favour collective order as long as the electronic fluctuations are not too strong.
